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methodology
Design can happen 
with conincidence or 
by looking at a news 
article. Look around 
and inside you to 
make your own 
process.

key insights and speakers

Lex Pott Miriam van der Lubbe

It’s important to develop your 
process of working. Something 
that works for you and helps you 
communicate with the world. At 
the same time it’s necessary to 
keep evolving and learning from 
past projects.

• taking inspiration from 
news articles.

• finding resources within a 
radius from the source.

• reviving old traditions or 
industrial processes with a 
fresh context

• keep it simple. 
• Inspiration can be a past 

process and the result 
can be the outcome of 
experiments. 

• be true to your style of 
working rather than 
following a rule book.



communityInterdepending on 
the community is as 
imprtant as working 

for different 
communites to meet 

psychological and 
physical needs. 

key insights and speakers

Oogstkaart Oliver Heath

• Designing for psychological 
needs of different communities 
for the same outcome. 

• Taking interviews and surverys to 
understand the different needs.

• Building a platform for the work 
community and not the customer.

• finding alternative building 
processes by creating a system 
for waste as a resource.



application
Addressing water 
crisis with a multi 
dimensional 
approach. Creating 
awareness and 
solving the crisis at 
different levels with 
the help of the 
community, 
governemnt and 
companies. Diversity 
in application helps 
to solve the problem 
efficiently.

key insights and speakers

• A single insight can have 
different ways of solving the 
problem or spreading 
awareness.

• Building a network and working 
together is important.

• over here, a product, a system 
for a village, infrastructure 
for a river and  other solutions 
were implemented to help solve 
water crisis.



water based waste
material observation

used as a
raw material

MATERIAL:

COMPANY:

seaweed composite (eelgrass + carrageenan)
Nikolaj Thrane

MATERIAL:

COMPANY:

algae biomass
Bloom foam

MATERIAL:

COMPANY:

water biobased waste + drinking water waste (CaCO3)
Nabasco 8010

MATERIAL:

COMPANY:

kelp algai
Ecolurian tiles

MATERIAL:

COMPANY:

water purification waste
Blue Roof



surfaces & processes
material observation

NOTE:

COMPANY:

different take on the perception of concrete 
FUR concrete wall tile

NOTE:

COMPANY:

different process applied on concrete 
SWISSPEARL

NOTE:

COMPANY:

creating surface texture adds strength to the material
Tim Teven

NOTE:

COMPANY:

green roof with drainage system
Nophadrain

NOTE:

COMPANY:
solar panel facade
wellsun

NOTE:

COMPANY:
water harvesting panel
Shaakira Jassat

used to enhance 
material properties



raising awareness

social
cause

by using data
and aesthetic 
properties of water

NOTE:

COMPANY:

highlighting the beauty of rain 
Rain(A)way

NOTE:

COMPANY:

Rain inspired print 
Alike van der Kruijs

NOTE:

COMPANY:

Water texture inspired glass
Dane Vonk

NOTE:

COMPANY:

Virtual water 
consumption in a 
cup of tea 
Shaakira Jassat

NOTE:

COMPANY:

Bee hotel facade to increase bee population 
Buginn

material observation



material
trend report ‘19

sustainable healthy

natural texture
non toxic

low energy
circular

wastenatural

care
human centred



health friendly
Health is not valued until 
sickness comes.
– Thomas Fuller

1. Baars - Bloemhof ; HPL Tiles
2. Amorim ; Wood panel
3. Tierrafino ; Plaster & Paint
4. Nature at home ; Wall surfaces
5. 2 tec 2 ; Woven vinyl flooring
6. Amtico ; Flooring

description: l to r image order



1. Laura van de vijdeven ; Jute wall tiles
2. Bahia Denim ; Denim tiles
3. Simone Post ; Vlisco carpet
4. i-did ; Recycled felt
5. Charlotte Kidger ; Styrofoam dust products
6. Tim Teven ; Waste paper bench
7. Studio Wae ; Circular model carpet
8. Loop a life ; textile waste yarn
9. Officina + 39 ; pigments 

If it doesn’t add value, 
it’s waste.
– Henry Ford

residue material 

description: l to r image order



 1. Matude ; wooden panel
 2. Hunter Douglas ; ceilings
 3. Trifilon ; Hemp fibre bioform
 4. Donkwaning ; Lino leather
 5. De Vorm ; acoustic panel
 6. Soundless Acoustic Intl. ; moss panel
 7. 2 tec 2 ; woven vinyl flooring
 8. Probo ; Acoustic textile
 9. Easy noice control ; felt
10. Merford ; acoustic material
11. Bruynzeel ; multipanel

The purpose of sound is 
silence.
– Jill Purce

being acoustic

description: l to r image order



being acoustic

1. Corksol ; spray form
2. Swisstulle ; Basalt knitted fibre
3. Butong ; concrete panel with 
    bubble wrap texture
4. Borjajet ; roof tiles with inkjet printing

Take two opposites, 
connect the dots, and 
you’ve a straight line.
– Yahia Lababidi

connect the difference

description: l to r image order



connect the difference

 1. Goodhout ; coconut wood
 2. Sanne Visser ; Human hair fibre
 3. Vibers ; Miscanthus biopolymer
 4. Oesterplat ; oyster + mussel tile 
 5. Hrgroep ; Bamboo signage
 6. Moso ; Bambo panel
 7. Tjeerd Veenhoven ; Palm leather
 8. Donkwaning ; Lino leather
 9. Mogu ; mycellium brick
10. Krown design ; mycellium products

Nature is not a place 
to visit. It is home.
– Unknown 

today’s materials
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description: l to r image order



today’s materials
ag
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contd.

1. Bloom ; algae biomass foam
2. Ecolurian ; kelp algae tiles
3. Phee board ; seagrass board
4. Nikolaj Thrane ; seaweed composite products
5. Paola Sakr ; used coffee ground sheet
6. Decafe ; used coffee ground products
7. Coffee to burn pellet 
8. Singtex s-cafe ; used coffee ground yarn

description: l to r image order



contd.

General observation
of the fair



No, I didn’t get a chance 
to visit but our friend
mr. dog was at the fair.

Did you visit the Material 
Distric fair? How was it?
I’ve heard a lot of nature 
driven innovated materials 
are going to be presented 
over there. 

Let’s find out...



Let’s find out...

wow, there are so many 
amazing materials and nature 
driven innovations. but 
Everything is designed for 
humans and not for the 
other species on the planet.  

is design supposed to be 
human centered or
life centered, where the 
entire eco system lives 
together in harmony?



textile, print and single 
use products are one of 
the most polluting 
industries. at this point, it 
lacks diversity.

innovation balance
(sector based)

interiors expo
30%

architecture expo
30%

urban &
landscapes
expo

8%

prodcuts expo
13%

print & sign expo
12%

textiles and fabrics expo
9%



Thank you

1. The Exhibition Catalgoue is very useful and simple to 
understand. The book and flyer explains the information in 
detail.

2. Overall the fair was concised and accessible with small 
stalls and sectors unlike individual booths per company. 
It’s easy to navigate from once sector to another. Keeping 
the exhibition theme white helps view the materials on 
display. 

3. The App to get more information with a scan from the 
companies was a good idea as it saves paper and time.

4. Brand owners were expecting more buyers and less 
students.

5. Overall the exhibition could’ve been more interactive with 
feedback.

6. The visit was very fruitful for me as it helped me 
understand 
– how to position yourself in the market
– steps between developing a material and launching it in 
the market
– different processes and perspectives on similar topics
– current market trends and future possibilites 

7. The speakers were very helpful and insightful. It’s a good 
platform to build networks.


